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Mod. From Bini 1993
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SINCE ROMAN AGE:
 Environmental remediation of marshy areas
 Artificial deviation of fluvial streams
(Valduce and Cosia)
 Shoreline progradation and rettification by 
placing artificial reworked material
 Ancient harbor conversion in the modern
Cavour Square (1872)
Geological Framework Shoreline evolution Historical subsidence records Lake Flooding
Mod. from Ferrario et al. 2015
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÷ 2003, 2003 ÷
2012)Natural trend: 2/3 mm/year
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High  availability – but
discontinuously distribuited in time –
organized within a GIS platform
• 5 geognostic survey
• 116 boreholes
• 32 piezometer
• 35 geometric leveling points
• 2500 Satellite PS
GIS environment visualization & processing
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PS SAR and geometric leveling data comparison
Groundwater and lake mutual relationship analysis
Geotechnical data plotting 
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R E W O R K E D  A N T H R O P I C  M A T E R I A L  ( R )  0 -
1 5  m .  f r o m  g . l .
U P P E R  S A N D  a n d  G R A V E L  ( U G S )  3 - 2 5  m  
from g.l.
O R G A N I C  P A L U S T R I N E  S I L T S  ( P O S )  2 0 - 4 0  
f r o m  g . l .
S I L T Y  I N O R G A N I C  G L A C I O L A C U S T R I N E  
C L A Y S  ( I C S )  2 5 - 7 0  m  f r o m  g . l .
L O W E R  S A N D  a n d  G R A V E L  ( L S G )  ( 6 0 - 1 7 0  
m  f r o m  g . l .
KRIGING GEOSTATISTICAL PROCEDURE
Extreme R stratigraphical, spatial 
and geotechnical heterogeneity
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 Unit R k heterogeneity 10-210-4 m/s
 Variable Groundwater depth from 
1.52 m along the shoreline to 
1015 m at the SE end of the basin
 Cosia and Valduce creek w/ 
cemented riverbed and rectified 
stream.
RECHARGE
 Mainly lateral supply from rocky 
reliefs 
 Local contribute from Respaù
creek paleo-channel (SW) recharge 
anomaly 
 Localized karst phenomena
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Inelastic and elastic deformation
depending on the preconsolidation




Soil maximum effective stress
=
Piezometric minima (or p minima) of 
the simulation
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 561 R X 524 C
 GRID 5x5m
 4 layer
 9 Stress Periods: 1 SS e 8 TR
from 2004 to 2011
 NO-FLOW – Rocky reliefs
 CHD –Medium annual lake level
 Pumping Wells – 25 l/s
 Lateral recharge–injection wells
450 l/s (THORNT-WAITE model 
+CN procedure)
Calibration process of the 
parameters, varying the values 
within the observed real data 




R UGS POS LA
k (m/s) 5,3x10-4 2.6x10-3 7x10-6 4.73x10-9 
pumping , oedometric, 
borehole permeability tests
Sy o Ss (-) 0.3 0.2 0.01 0.006
Pumping tests, empirical 
equations, previous studies




3x10-6  Historica l  
town
3x10-6 4.2x10-3 3.77x10-3 
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Root Mean Square error (RMS)
Anderson & Woessner (1992)
Piezometric calibration
Subsidence calibration
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Results 








INELASTIC and ELASTIC SUB CYCLES
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linked to the 
coarser unit
ICS contribuite
negligibly to the 
phenomenon due 
to its depth and 
low k 
Deformation per layer 
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Verification 
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R 1.3x10-2 8 5.3x10-5 Instantaneous 
(<1day)
POS 4.2x10-3 30 7x10-7 15÷30 days
ICS 3.77x10-3 40 4.73x10-9 10 years
Thanks for your attention!
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